An Impetus Product

Hadoop assessment program:
Quick (self-service & free) or
comprehensive mode
Automated Hadoop transformation to Amazon EMR
Fast. Simple.
Migrating legacy Hadoop workloads to AWS EMR helps
enterprises save cost, improve revenue, scale
infrastructure, and get faster insights. However, the path
to modernization is complex and risky. Impetus’ cloud
accelerator, LeapLogic, assesses your entire Hadoop
inventory and helps you accelerate and de-risk the
journey to AWS EMR.

Free quick mode – What you get
• Instant discovery of Hadoop cluster workloads
and utilization

How it works
The free self-service tool profiles diverse legacy
Hadoop workloads. All you have to do is follow these
easy steps:
1. Ensure pre-installation requirements are met
2. Install MySQL database
3. Install LeapLogic agent and application jar
4. Run your assessment by starting discovery
5. Get assessment report

• Instant insights on fleet recommendations and
capacity planning
• Legacy to AWS EMR service mapping
• An assessment report with a detailed cost-effort
in 5 business days
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Beyond quick mode assessment: What's possible
Comprehensive Hadoop assessment

Automated transformation of Hadoop SQL
and SQL-like workloads

•

Comprehensive discovery capturing almost all
executions and patterns

•

•

Migration readiness inventory for workloads

Auto-conversion of legacy Hadoop SQL and other
legacy SQL workloads with core business logic to
AWS EMR

•

Recommendations on workloads and execution
models on AWS Cloud

•

AWS EMR-specific executable packaging and
orchestration with optimal price-performance ratio

•

Data temperature analysis for HDFS and Hive

•

Operationalization and post go-live support

•

Phase-wise migration blueprint with
use case prioritization

•

4x faster than manual migration

•

Assessment report with a detailed cost-effort estimate
for end-to-end modernization

Contact us to discuss pricing for transformation

To see LeapLogic in action, watch this demo of automated
transformation from Hadoop to Amazon EMR.
To start your quick Hadoop assessment, write to us at info@leaplogic.io

LeapLogic automates the transformation of legacy data warehouse, ETL, analytics, and Hadoop to native cloud platforms. Owned by Impetus Technologies Inc., LeapLogic partners with AWS, Azure,
Databricks, GCP, and Snowflake to de-risk migrations. For over a decade, Impetus Technologies has been the ‘Partner of Choice’ for several Fortune 500 enterprises in transforming their data and
analytics lifecycle, including modernization to the cloud, data lake creation, advanced analytics, and BI consumption. The company brings together a unique mix of engineering services, technology
expertise, and software products.
To learn more, visit www.leaplogic.io or write to info@leaplogic.io
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